Industry Heroes
Our story is a celebration of your stories.

Hero: Austin Davis (right) Guide: Lucas Rogers (left)
For half a century, family-owned Wayne Davis Concrete Company has flourished in Tallapoosa, Georgia, delivering the highest quality customer service and products in the Northwest Georgia area.

A problem that most ready mix producers face is the loss of control over their materials while they’re on the way to the jobsite. To combat this, Wayne Davis signed on with COMMANDassurance to gain a little more visibility into their fresh concrete once it leaves their facilities.
“With COMMANDassurance, I feel like I know more information sitting here in Tallapoosa – or wherever I'm looking at the data from – than I did standing beside the truck without COMMANDassurance.”

- Austin Davis, Field Operations Coordinator at Wayne Davis Concrete
They were surprised to find that the data from COMMANDassurance not only provided them more insight into their materials while in transit, but it saved them time that they had no idea they were losing at the wash down station. Now, they’re able to get loads back on the road quicker, saving 2-3 minutes per load!
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